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The Westside Slugger: Joe Neal's Lifelong Fight for Social Justice (Volume 1) (Shepperson Series in Nevada History)University of Nebraska Press, 2019

	
		The Westside Slugger is the powerful story of civil rights in Las Vegas and Nevada through the eyes and experience of Joe Neal, a history-making state lawmaker in Nevada. Neal rose from humble beginnings in Mound, Louisiana, during the Great Depression to become the first African American to serve in the Nevada State...
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Computational Optimization, Methods and Algorithms (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	
		Computational optimization is an important paradigm with a wide range of applications. In virtually all branches of engineering and industry, we almost always try to optimize something - whether to minimize the cost and energy consumption, or to maximize profits, outputs, performance and efficiency. In many cases, this search for...
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101 Ways to Advertise Your Business: Building a Successful Business with Smart AdvertisingAllen & Unwin, 2004
Practical tips on advertising products and services simply, effectively, and without a big budget abound in this conversational business book. Step-by-step advice is offered on creating an advertisement, buying advertising space, and ensuring that advertisements are effective. Advertising in newspapers, magazines, on the radio, television, the...
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Stealing the Network: The Complete Series Collector's Edition, Final Chapter, and DVDSyngress Publishing, 2009
"Stealing the Network: How to Own the Box is a unique book in the fiction department. It combines stories that are fictional, with technology that is real. While none of the stories have happened, there is no reason why they could not. You could argue it provides a road map for criminal hackers, but I say it does something else: it...
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Expert Oracle Database Architecture: Oracle Database Programming 9i, 10g, and 11g Techniques and Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Now in its second edition, this best-selling book by Tom Kyte of Ask Tom fame continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom has a simple philosophy: you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into...
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Lighting for Digital Video and Television, Third EditionFocal Press, 2010

	I participate in a number of Internet forums related to video production and
	often field questions about lighting issues. After a thread where several of us
	explained to a beginner why he needed to light his videos, one wag posted:
	“Remember, without lighting all you have is a black picture.”


	Facetious,...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 10: Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2011

	Master the most powerful photo editing tools and techniques that Elements has to offer! Using step-by-step projects, Mark Galer will have you creating stunning images in no time at all. Whether you want to create impressive, seamless montages, optimize your photos for perfect print quality, or simply enhance your images for maximum impact,...
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Learning BeagleBone Python ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the potential of BeagleBone using Python


	About This Book

	
		Configure and customize your BeagleBone to seamlessly connect it to external hardware using Python
	
		Learn to write programs that interface with the real world using GPIO ports
	
		Clear and step-by-step examples,...
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Galaxies in the Universe: An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2007
This extensively illustrated book presents the astrophysics of galaxies since their beginnings in the early Universe. It has been thoroughly revised to take into account the most recent observational data, and recent discoveries such as dark energy. There are new sections on galaxy clusters, gamma ray bursts and supermassive black holes. The...
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File Management Made Simple, Windows EditionApress, 2015

	Managing data is an essential skill that every PC user should have. Surprisingly though, a large number of users--even highly experienced users--exhibit poor file management skills, resulting in frustration and lost data. This brief but invaluable book, File Management Made Simple can resolve this by providing you...
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The Best of Verity Stob: Highlights of Verity Stob's Famous Columns from .EXE, Dr. Dobb's Journal, and The RegisterApress, 2005

	Verity Stob is the comedienne of the programming world. She has been writing satirical chronicles of techie life since 1988. Her column first appeared in the legendary .EXE Magazine, then Dr. Dobbs' Journal, and it now graces The Register.


	For the first time, the very best of Stob's...
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Photoshop CC: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Photoshop CC is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop as easy as possible by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into...
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